The ornamental design for a combination erasable duty board, with random spinner and dice with shaker cup, as shown and described.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a combination erasable duty board with random spinner and dice with shaker cup showing my new design therefor. The broken line drawing depicting a marker pen is for purposes of illustration only, and forms no part of my design;

FIG. 2 is a front elevational view;

FIG. 3 is a top plan view;

FIG. 4 is a bottom plan view;

FIG. 5 is a rear elevational view;

FIG. 6 is a right side elevational view;

FIG. 7 is a left side elevational view with the shaker cup and pair of dice removed and the ledge in its partially folded configuration;

FIG. 8 is an enlarged fragmentary perspective view of the board to show the companion dice with shaker cup;

FIG. 9 is an enlarged fragmentary front elevational view of the board showing the design of the shaker cup; and,

FIG. 10 is an enlarged fragmentary perspective view of FIG. 8 to show the design of the die. One die shows the unshown surfaces of the other die and all designs within the dots are similar. Both dies are duplicates of each other.